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UOA hosts another “winning” conference
ore than 500 people with
ostomies, as well as many of
their friends and relatives, made the
trip to Louisville, KY, for the United
Ostomy Association (UOA) annual
national conference in August.
In keeping with the elegance of
Kentucky horse country and the
excitement of Churchill Downs and
the Kentucky Derby, the theme for
this year’s conference was “Join
UOA in the Winner’s Circle.”

For more information on the
conference, please consult the UOA’s
Web site at www.uoa.org. For more
information on any Hollister
product or service, please visit
www.hollister.com or phone
1-800-323-4060.
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Mark Kennedy, Sr. Ostomy Product Manager (left),
and two visitors to the Hollister booth trade smiles
during the UOA annual conference.

The circle in this case was large:
interactive sessions included discussions on skin care, medicine, surgical
options, sports, fitness, dating,
relationships, sexuality and how to
build a successful local chapter.
Similar sessions were the cornerstones of the UOA Young Adult
Conference, conducted simultaneously
for people with ostomies who are
between 18 and 30 years old. This is
the second — and equally successful
— year for the Young Adult Conference.

Jane Gesenhues, Professional Sales Specialist
(left), and a customer compare notes at the
Hollister booth.

When they were between sessions,
Hollister invited all participants to
make themselves at home in the
comfortable sofas and chairs in the
company booth in the product
exhibition area. As they relaxed,
visitors learned about the newest
Hollister products, including Premier
one-piece pouches with integrated
filters and Adapt Lubricating Deodorant.
They also received free copies of
Brenda Elsagher’s book, If the Battle
is Over, Why am I Still in Uniform?
— which Brenda was on hand to
autograph during most of the event.
One lucky visitor got an additional
reward by stopping at the Hollister
booth. By answering questions in a
survey about Adapt Lubricating
Deodorant, that visitor won a trip to
next year’s national conference in
Anaheim, CA.
Join us — and that winner — at
next year’s UOA national conference,
August 3-6, 2005, in Anaheim.

Alexander Machaca, Bolivia Ostomy Assn. (left),
and Mike Cherry, Product Development Engineer,
enjoy a free moment during the conference.
Hollister sponsored Alexander’s participation at
the UOA, where he made a presentation to the
FOW-USA about what impact the supplies from
the FOW have made in his country.
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Hollister helps Honduran girl adjust to temporary ostomy
hen Bob and Barbara Miller
were taking 12-year-old Sindi
Perdomo from the airport to their
home in Waynesville, OH, in June,
the Honduran girl was talking a
mile a minute.
Unfortunately, she was speaking
in Spanish.
“Bob said ‘No hablo espanol,’
and she looked at him and said ‘Yo
no hablo ingles’,” says Barbara Miller.
“Then she burst out laughing. She
just assumed we spoke Spanish.”
The Millers are host parents for
Children’s Medical Missions
(www.medical-missions.org), a notfor-profit organization that helps
seriously ill children come to the
United States for medical treatment.
Sindi was brutally raped when
she was 9, in an act so violent it
left her internal organs damaged.
Surgeons in Honduras attempted to
repair the damage, but it became
evident that only a colostomy would
allow the damaged sites to heal.
The ostomy, which is expected
to be temporary, was performed at
Lima Memorial Hospital in Lima,
OH, but there were some challenges
to overcome. For one thing, Lima’s
pediatric ostomy patients usually are
sent to Toledo or another larger city
for treatment.
“I do ostomy care at the hospital,
but I’d never had a pediatric ostomy
patient — and certainly not one who
doesn’t speak English,” says Nancy
Gutman, WOC (wound, ostomy,
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A Shadow Buddies doll is both a friend and a teacher for Sindi Perdomo.

continence) nurse. “I had an interpreter the day after the surgery, but
I wasn’t getting very far in helping
Sindi understand.”
Although Sindi’s family had
prepared her well for the surgery,
“When she first saw her stoma, she
just cried and said she was ugly,”
says Mrs. Miller. “Two days later, she
had a lady take a picture of it so she
could take it back and show it to
her mother.”
Part of the turnaround was due
to a Shadow Buddies doll.
“Sindi wouldn’t let me touch her
on the first visit, so I put a pouch
on the baby and let her help me,”
Gutman says. “That’s really how I
taught her to care for herself.”
Hollister supplies more than 1,500
dolls and miniature pouches a year
for children who are having ostomies.

Another problem was finding the
right pouch. Pediatric pouches were
too small; adult pouches too large.
“I called Jane Gesenhues, a sales
specialist at Hollister, because I
knew I wanted to use New Image
pouches on Sindi,” Gutman says.
“It’s a nice pouch for her, because of
its low profile and size. Jane sent
enough to last the six weeks until
the ostomy is expected to be reversed.”
Hollister also has helped with
information, says Mrs. Miller, adding
that she and her husband had never
seen an ostomy before, either.
“Sindi has been through so
much, but she’s really a trouper.
And Hollister is an invaluable
resource for information, as well as
supplies,” she says.
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Brenda
Author Brenda Elsagher

I am getting plenty of support
while I am coping with my new
ostomy, but I worry about my
partner. Any suggestions?
hen I was recovering from my
colostomy surgery, my husband was dealing with two
preschool children, trying to hold
on to his job and mourning his
father’s sudden death. It was
amazing he held things together as
well as he did. As patients, we get a
lot of attention, while our partners
get very little. We sometimes forget
they have to adjust to our new
bodies as well, and might benefit
from talking about it with others.
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Here are some suggestions that
might help:
• Ask friends to spend time with
your spouse/partner. They can
go to a movie, dinner or just for
a walk, but should allow time to
talk over concerns and ask if
they need anything.
• As a couple, get support from
groups like the United Ostomy
Association. At their national
conferences they address this
issue. They also have literature
they can send to you. Your local
chapters often encourage
partners to attend “rap” sessions
and often have groups for
partners of ostomates to meet,
compare notes, and offer each
other understanding. Just as no
one really understands an ostomy
unless they have one, the same
thing applies to partners.
• For some people, professional
counseling might be appropriate.
• Hollister has nurses on staff to
offer support and information.
• It is a good idea for partners to
know what medications and
products each uses in case of a
medical emergency. Write them
down someplace that is easy to find.

My husband is a master of puns,
almost to the point of agony (mine).
At the time of my illness and surgery, things got very serious, very
fast. He didn’t make a pun for
almost two years. As much as they
had tormented me in the past, I
now longed for them, because I’d
know his heart was lighter.
Things take time and I am happily
being assaulted with puns these days.
Prior to surgery and the night
before my big CAT scan (a test that
would reveal if the cancer had
spread), I was lamenting to my
husband as I tossed and turned,
“What if it’s in my liver?” With a
straight face, he replied, “Oh, liver
alone.” It was so stupid it made me
laugh and I fell fast asleep.
I hope you all have partners that
like to torture you with their
humor. When they see you laugh,
it’ll help them to lighten up, too.
Brenda Elsagher is an ostomate,
comic, national speaker and author
of the book, If the Battle is Over,
Why am I Still in Uniform? She
resides in Burnsville, MN. Please
direct “Ask Brenda” questions to her
at BMElsagher@aol.com.

Someone You Should Know at Hollister
DOUG GREENE

Doug Greene (left) greeting visitors at the United
Ostomy Association convention this summer.

oug Greene had been selling
wound care products in the
Nashville area for a couple of years
when he learned that Hollister
was looking for another Tennessee
salesperson.
Four months later, he was
working for Hollister.
“I was impressed with Betsy
Clements, who covered Nashville
before me, and with the initial
interview in Atlanta with Linda
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Blackwell, but what sold me was
when I went to [corporate headquarters in] Libertyville,” he says.
“I knew it was the company for me.”
Nine years later, he is still
impressed with the company, its
products and the people he serves.
“I’ve always felt that Hollister
just does it right,” he says. “It’s the
most state-of-the-art place I’ve ever
been. I can order in the morning
and sometimes have product that
Continued on page 6
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NY Colostomy Society offers support, information
hen the Colostomy Society of
New York was formed more
than 50 years ago, doctors thought
that colostomy and ileostomy were
different enough that support
groups for those who had had them
should be kept separate.
“Now we know differently, of
course, and we meet jointly with the
Ileostomy Association of New York,
although the two organizations
remain separate,” says Marge
Scannell, president of the Colostomy
Society and regional coordinator for
about 62 chapters of the United
Ostomy Association (UOA) in New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
Delaware. “We have about 150
members in each group, and I
work with Diane Watkin, acting
president of the Ileostomy
Association, on programming,
answering questions and
meeting the needs of
ostomates in our area.”
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There are eight joint
meetings a year, attended by
approximately 50 members.
“Our purpose is to give
comfort and support to
members, as well as to offer
the support new ostomates
need to adjust to this way of
life,” says Scannell. “We have
a wonderful rapport with
the Visiting Nurse Society
of New York, although all
Marge Scannell (right) president of the Colostomy Society of
the new healthcare privacy New York, and Diane Watkin, acting president of the Ileostomy
Association, work together to support all people with ostomies.
rules have impeded that a
little. They are no longer
Scannell says. “And they’ll do
allowed to give us the names of
meetings for us, whenever we ask.
patients.”
They’re wonderful.”
Instead, hospital WOC (wound,
Over the next five years,
ostomy, continence) nurses and
Scannell
wants to increase outreach
social workers and the visiting nurse
association give patients information and awareness efforts.
“I want to start groups for
on the Colostomy Society and
parents of ostomy children and
encourage them to call for informafor younger people with ostomies
tion and support.
within our chapters,” she says. “And
Although Scannell visits hospiI want to increase public awareness
tals in Manhattan and the Bronx
about ostomy. The media ignores it
(the areas the society covers),
because of the subject matter, and
“People are getting sent home so
we need to change that.”
quickly now, most of our visits are
done either over the telephone or at
their homes.”
Too often, she says, people go
home without being told about the
Colostomy Society. Left to cope
with their ostomies on their own,
they may become depressed.
The Yellow Pages, a link through
the UOA Web site and
People with ostomies have experiences
that others can learn from. Won’t
eight newsletters a year are
you share yours? Whether you run
among the ways the organimarathons or just stay busy running
zation reaches out. Another
your normal active life, we’d love to
is an annual roundtable
hear from you. If you’re willing to
health fair, where Hollister is
share your story with others, please
always a notable presence.
e-mail Mark Kennedy at
“Hollister representatives are
mark.kennedy@hollister.com or
always there to answer questions
Barbara Conti at
about supplies and new systems, as
barbara.conti@hollister.com.
well as general ostomy care,”

Tell us
your story

REPORTfrom

Overseas

Hollister in Italy
W
hen the Hollister office in
Milan, Italy, did a survey of
new ostomy patients at the beginning of 2004, the results were not
encouraging. Only five of 350
respondents felt ready to care for
their ostomies when they were
discharged from the hospital.
“It appeared there was some room
for improvement,” says Maria Luisa
Valsecchi, marketing manager. “So
we launched a program with the
Associazone Italiana Operatori di
Stomaterapia (enterostomal therapy
or ET nurses association) to
provide educational tools and
information to help people become
more independent, before they
are discharged.”
That program, called the Sfera
Project, is ongoing. It, like the
Moses Project that ran from 19992002, is a Hollister effort that offers
guidelines in areas such as pouch
care, food, irrigation and other
subjects. It is designed to help make
life as comfortable and simple as
possible for people with ostomies.
The programs complement the
Hollister-sponsored nurses’ training
that began when the Hollister office
opened in Milan in 1995. About 50
nurses each year attend basic to
advanced training programs.
“All Hollister programs are credited
by the National Healthcare Ministry,”
says Valsecchi. “In fact, our Moses
Project set a standard in stoma care,
because all the information has

The staff of the Hollister office in Milan, Italy, takes time for a break – and a deep
breath – during a hectic national sales meeting.

been clinically proven through
research based on more than
3,500 case studies by 150 stoma
care professionals.”
The 42 associates in the Hollister
Italian organization, led by General
Manager Cristina Loguercio, serve
all of Italy, where there are an estimated 50,000 people with ostomies.
In addition to ensuring that each
patient has access to quality
Hollister supplies and high-quality
educational materials, the office
maintains a toll-free line for people
with ostomies and nurses to call in
with questions.
“That is the real core of our link
to patients,” says Valsecchi. “Two
dedicated associates answer all the
calls. They determine patients’
needs and, when appropriate, send
packages customized with samples,
leaflets, instructions and other materials for that particular caller.
Another associate does follow-up
calls to be sure patients who contacted us are satisfied.”

During an average month, this
dedicated service receives up to 450
calls from patients and nurses.
They send 320 parcels a month, and
have established a database with
more than 10,000 names. Because
Italy has very strict privacy laws,
patients are contacted only when
they have given advance permission
in their initial contact.
“The toll-free line also provides
references for patients who are
looking for support groups,”
Valsecchi says. “Most patient
support groups in Italy are regional,
and we can help people find them.
Our purpose is to enhance the quality
of life for people with ostomies, and
we work hard to do that. We track
complaints and other opportunities
for improvement, because we want
to be sure our customers and clients
are satisfied. Anything that we can
address, we do.”
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Clinical
Education
Corner

Benefits of a Floating Flange in
a Two-Piece Ostomy System

hen choosing an ostomy
pouching system, you can
select either a one-piece or a twopiece system. With a two-piece
pouching system, the pouch and the
skin barrier are separate pieces that
allow you to change the pouch without removing the skin barrier from
the skin. To connect the two, some
type of flange is used to secure the
pouch to the skin barrier. The
beige, low-profile flange of Hollister’s
New Image Two-Piece system
provides security, discretion and
comfort through its unique floating
flange design.
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Security
The most important function of the
flange is to secure the pouch to the

DOUG GREENE
Continued from page 3

same afternoon with our distribution
center here in Nashville. People at
Hollister just take the time to do
their jobs to get the best results —
it becomes a part of them.”
One of the things Hollister is
doing right, he says, is the New
Image with Floating Flange
products. Not only does the line
position Hollister ahead of the
competition, it’s much easier and
more comfortable for users.
“With Hollister’s hospital products and discharge kits, people with
ostomies can take advantage of the
floating flange from the day they
6

Hollister’s team of experienced ostomy (WOC) clinicians — all of whom are registered nurses — includes,
from left, Joy Boarini, Lynn Sacramento, Heather
Budorick and Ginger Salvadalena.

skin barrier. Security is essential to
prevent unexpected leaks. As you
connect the New Image pouch to
the skin barrier, you will hear a
series of clicks as the two parts of
the flange engage. The floating
flange allows you to place your fingertips under the flange on the skin
barrier, rather than pushing directly
against your skin. By pinching the
pouch and skin barrier together
around the entire flange, you will
securely connect the system, and it
will stay connected until you remove
the pouch.

to conceal beneath your clothing.
This flange is thinner than any
other mechanical flange on the market.

Discretion
The flange on the New Image system is lightweight, flexible and thin:
all qualities that help make it easy

Comfort
The floating flange on the New
Image system allows the skin barrier
to bend more easily. The unique
design means the flange floats
above the level of the skin, rather
than pushing into your body as you
move. The advantage of a floating
flange is particularly evident when
you attach the pouch to the skin
barrier. You can attach the two
pieces without pressing against your
tummy — a welcome change if you
have had recent surgery and a
tender abdomen.

have surgery,” he says. “The benefits
are obvious — you can either push
down on a patient’s stomach with
other products, or use a floating
flange and make it much more comfortable. Just as important, the
patient can feel the security, because
the index finger and thumb touch
each other all the way around.”
When he isn’t selling Hollister
products, attending Ostomy
Association meetings, demonstration
days or trade shows in his middle
Tennessee/western Kentucky territory,
Doug can usually be found spending
time with his wife of 12 years, Sallie,
and their children, Carter and Charlie.
He loves to travel, play with the
boys and work around the house.

He also is very involved with his
local church in Brentwood.
Doug learned his work ethic
from his late father, who managed a
grocery store. During junior high
school, he worked at the store from
6:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. for $1 an hour
in the summers.
“I learned long hours, hard work
and honesty from my father,” he
says. “But the No. 1 thing that
drives me is the competition and
consistency. It’s not about the
money, because that comes with the
consistency. Hollister products —
especially the New Image with
floating flange products — give me a
real leg up on everyone and everything else that’s out there.”
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hat’s
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New Image Pre-Sized Skin
Barriers with Floating Flange

ollister now offers a full range
of New Image flat, pre-sized
skin barriers that feature our unique
floating flange. If you are using a
cut-to-fit skin barrier, we encourage
you to try the ease and convenience
of pre-sized options.
The floating flange allows you to
put your fingertips under the flange,
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providing additional support,
while the pouch is attached to the
skin barrier. Whether you prefer
your skin barrier with or without a
tape border, there is a New Image
Pre-Sized Skin Barrier with Floating
Flange in your choice of either
Flextend extended wear or
FlexWear standard wear barriers.

with Tape Border

without Tape Border

Barrier
Opening

Flextend

FlexWear

Flextend

FlexWear

5/8" (16mm)

14701

14301

16101

16401

3/4" (19mm)

14702

14302

16102

16402

7/8" (22mm)

14703

14303

16103

16403

1" (25mm)

14704

14304

16104

16404

1-1/8" (29mm)

14705

14305

16105

16405

1-1/4" (32mm)

14706

14306

16106

16406

1-3/8" (35mm)

14707

14307

16107

16407

1-1/2" (38mm)

14708

14308

16108

16408

These new products were introduced November 1, 2004. They will
replace pre-sized New Image skin
barriers with stationary flanges,
which will be discontinued at the
end of June 2005.
For more details, please call
Hollister’s Customer Service Center
at 1-800-323-4060 or ask your supplier.

Color
Match

• Green
• Green
• Green
• Green
• Green
• Green
• Red
• Red

Flange
Size
1-3/4" (44mm)
1-3/4" (44mm)
1-3/4" (44mm)
1-3/4" (44mm)
1-3/4" (44mm)
1-3/4" (44mm)
2-1/4" (57mm)
2-1/4" (57mm)

Reimbursement: How much is covered?
by Linda Aukett – Chair, Government Affairs Committee, United Ostomy Association
or people with ostomies who are
on Medicare (and increasingly for
those with “managed” health insurance), one frequent question is “How
many products am I allowed?”
With a few exceptions, the answer
for single-wear products is in Medicare’s
Usual Maximums, which provide for
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the following each month:
• Up to 20 drainable pouches
• Up to 15 urinary pouches
• Up to 60 closed pouches
• Up to four irrigation sleeves
• Up to 15 skin barriers with flange
It is a good idea to be sure there
is a statement in your doctor’s file

concerning the number and type of
ostomy supplies you need, because
your supplier will be asking your doctor
for a statement of need, as part of
the Medicare approval process.
Continued on page 8
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F
requently Asked
Questions
Hollister Incorporated has skilled customer
service staff to assist you with questions about
our products. Additionally, we have nurses
who specialize in wound, ostomy and continence care (WOC nurses) who provide support and information. Some of the most frequently asked questions include:

Q
A
Q
A

What is a flange?
A flange is the part of a two-piece pouching
system that connects the pouch to the skin
barrier. Flange designs differ from one
brand to another. Some flanges attach
using a plastic mechanism and others rely
on adhesives.
Why would I want a floating flange?
With a floating flange, you will be able to
more easily attach the pouch to the skin
barrier, the skin barrier will be more flexible on your skin, and there will be no
pressure on your abdomen when
attaching the pouch.

Q
A
Q
A

Resources
When I hear the flanges click, does that
mean the pouch is securely attached?
NO. The “clicks” let you know that you are
aligning the flanges correctly. You will hear
multiple “clicks” before the flanges are
secure. One click is not enough.
Is the floating flange only for in the
hospital?
NO. The unique floating flange is ideal
in the hospital, because it means that
there is no pressure on the tender postoperative abdomen when the flanges are
attached. However, you can continue to
use the floating flange after returning
home. It is secure, offers great flexibility,
and some people find it easier to use, if
they can get their fingers under the flanges
for attachment.

United Ostomy Association
(UOA)
19772 MacArthur Blvd.
Suite 200
Irvine, CA 92612-2405
1-800-826-0826
www.uoa.org
Wound, Ostomy, and
Continence Nurses Society
(WOCN)
4700 West Lake Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
1-888-224-9626
www.wocn.org
Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation
of America, Inc. (CCFA)
National Headquarters
386 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016-8804
1-800-343-3637 or
212-685-3440 for NY
www.ccfa.org
Hollister Customer Care
1-800-323-4060

Reimbursement
Continued from page 7

If you are among the 10 percent of
those with ostomies who need more
than the products allowed, your dealer
will need a letter from your doctor
explaining the medical reason for the
need. Your supplier will keep this letter on file in your records and will
give a short summary on the electronic
claim he submits for you. If you are
working with a WOC nurse, be sure
the nurse puts recommendations in
writing to your doctor, so they will be
in your file when your dealer requests
a statement.
For people not on Medicare, the
issue is less clear. Some health insurance companies follow the Medicare
guidelines, but others do not; you may
find there is a limit on the number of
906690-D1104

ostomy products that will be reimbursed. This limit often includes doing
business with their “preferred” dealers.
Remember, though, that when you
are paying out of pocket, you can shop
anywhere – and it makes sense to find
the lowest retail prices. While manufacturers often mention a suggested
retail price, it pays to shop around.
A number of national mail-order companies have toll-free phone numbers
and Web sites, so use all your shopping skills to find what you need at
the best price.
Over the past several years, the
United Ostomy Association has
worked to improve the reimbursement
situation, and would be happy to help
you, when problems arise. Please
contact us at 1-800-826-0826.

Call to
subscribe to the
Secure Start
newsletter

1-800-323-4060
Hollister Incorporated
2000 Hollister Drive
Libertyville, Illinois 60048-9812
www.hollister.com
Hollister and logo, Hollister, Secure Start, Adapt,
Premier, New Image, Flextend and FlexWear are
trademarks of Hollister Incorporated.
Shadow Buddies is a trademark of Shadow
Buddies
©2004 Hollister Incorporated. All rights reserved.
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